How Livewire Helped Alton Lane
Elevate Their Space Using State of the
Art Technology

Atmosphere was extremely important to Men’s Clothier, Alton Lane. How do you blend
old world feel with new technology to create a comfortable, tailored experience for each
customer? You call Livewire.

About Alton Lane
Alton Lane is a men’s clothing store with a vision: to be the best place in the world for men
to get the clothes that make them look and feel their best. Their brand is built on delivering
exceptional fit, quality, and value through a revolutionary experience.

About the Space
Alton Lane wants every customer to feel like they are in an exclusive atmosphere without
being pretentious or stuffy. They strive to find the balance between comfort and access with
elevated style and design.
“We want customers to feel like they’re in a unique space that is financially
accessible. The audio/visual component is a big key to that.”
- Peyton Jenkins, Founder
The space is tailored to their audience - down to the type of music they listen to. There are
HD projectors throughout the space, and a secret room for private poker games or fantasy
football drafts.

The Challenge
All appointments at Alton Lane are one-on-one. That means customers make a split
second decision when they walk in based on their comfort level. When you go into
a private appointment and there’s no ambiance or music, it creates an awkward
environment. So finding the right sound system to set the stage when you walk in was one
important task.
The biggest challenge in maintaining that ambiance and experience had to do with
location. Alton Lane is on the ground floor of an L shaped building. Above them, is an
ice cream shop that creates a lot of noise from its tiny, sugar rush induced customers
bouncing about. Having audio above to help mask that noise was a big factor.
“It’s like we have elephants as upstairs neighbors.” - Peyton
They also had some specific tech needs to help elevate the customer experience.
“Our brand is new world meets old world. The tech in our space needs to be in-line with
that.” - Peyton
They do hand measuring and one-on-one appointments but needed a technology spin
that made them modern, accurate, and efficient.

Making Their Space Frictionless
At Livewire, our goal is to remove friction and simplify using technology - no matter what it
is. Alton Lane needed a technology partner who could help them solve for multiple space
issues. Here’s how we accomplished all of their goals.
We installed a Sonos audio system, creating different audio zones throughout the store to
mask the noise coming from upstairs and also allow for custom experiences throughout.
“When we first started working with Livewire, it was around the time when Sonos and
Bluetooth was being used for the first time. They created a wireless system within our space
so our team is able to adjust everything right from their iPads.”
We also set-up the technology in the space so that everything can be controlled from an
iPad. Employees can adjust the music based on the person - switching playlists from one
customer to the next. They also use a 3D body scanner to measure each customer, and
capture orders right from an iPad.

“We live and breathe on our iPads and tailor every appointment to the
customer. Our employees have to be able to multitask, and have all of
the tools at their fingertips.” - Peyton

Why They Chose Livewire
“Henry Clifford is a legend.
I met Henry before I had moved back to Richmond, right as we were
opening. I didn’t know about Livewire and was trying to manage our
5th store at the time. I was struggling to manage all the individual
processes. Henry gave me complete confidence that he could take
the whole AV piece and make it simple. I knew the price would be
fair and I knew we would get the coolest tech with respect to our
budget. It was a no-brainer.”

